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In this chapter, the revisions made to the purports are relatively light. Significant, however, is the
restoration done for the first lines of the purport to text 20, where the restored version offers an
understanding lost in the first edition.
For the purport to text 1, I preferred to work from the 1968 abridged edition and sometimes add back
editorial revisions made for the edition of 1972. The “original manuscript” we have for this purport (and
for the others up through text 10) is an already edited retyping. And since the editor for the abridged
edition, Rayarāma Dāsa, had access to an earlier manuscript and in my experience was diligent in
conveying what Śrīla Prabhupāda had written, here I looked towards his abridged text much as I would
have looked toward an earlier manuscript (the more so because Śrīla Prabhupāda himself had reviewed
the 1968 galley proofs). For the most part the resulting text for the 1983 purport matches the 1972
version fairly closely. Annotations mark the differences. An appendix included in this file shows the 1968
and 1972 versions of the latter part of this purport side by side, divided into segments for easy
comparison. One may compare these to the 1983 second edition.
Sometime after the second edition was published, I made a one-word revision to this sentence in the
purport to text 2:
“For one in such Kṛṣṇa consciousness there are no material activities because everything is done
by Kṛṣṇa.”
I revised the words by Kṛṣṇa to for Kṛṣṇa. The revised version is more consistent with what follows in the
purport. But by is what the manuscript says and is also plausible, so I have flagged this revision for
further review.
For this chapter the extensive revisions appear in the word-for-word meanings. Here, following the
standard of Śrīla Prabhupāda’s later books, the Sanskrit editors, headed by Gopīparāṇadhana Dāsa,
honed the English text, making it linguistically more precise. Among other benefits, this helps the reader
see more clearly how the Sanskrit words fit together for Śrīla Prabhupāda’s translation. The Sanskrit
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editors also fixed obvious mishearings, such as mṛtyu heard as “that” instead of “death” (text 7) and
dharma heard as “generosity” instead of “religiosity” (text 20).
Also noteworthy in this chapter is the correction – in the purport for text 11 – of the nonsense word
pumundi.

The manuscripts
For this chapter the Bhaktivedanta Archives holds two manuscripts, designated “BG-12a” and “BG12aa.” They are both typed double spaced on 8-1/2- by 11-inch paper. Also, the Archives has relevant
pages from the galley proofs, corrected by Śrīla Prabhupāda, from the 1968 abridged edition published
by Macmillan.
Manuscript BG-12aa
Manuscript BG12aa, the older of the two manuscripts, appears to be a direct transcription of one tape
of Śrīla Prabhupāda’s dictation. The manuscript begins with the word-for-word meanings for text 11 and
continues through the end of the chapter. The last page also includes the word meanings and part of the
translation for text 1 of chapter 13. The reverse side of the last page is heavily smudged with purple,
probably from carbon paper used to make copies. The pages are numbered consecutively, 1 through 12.
Page 1 bears the date January 11, 1967.
Manuscript BG-12aa has check marks and occasional notations (“Note: Combine 13 & 14 as one”) made
in red pen in the left margin. Apparently the notations were meant for a typist. It is not clear who made
them.
Throughout, the manuscript has extensive editing, in black or dark blue ink. The editing definitely
appears to be Hayagrīva’s. This editing, however, seems to have been set aside, and the text used for
the purports of the book was apparently derived from manuscript BG-12a.
Manuscript BG-12a
Manuscript BG-12a, complete for the chapter, consists of 26 pages, consecutively numbered 1 through
26, with, in addition, pages 1b, 7A, 7B, and 7C and another, unnumbered page (effectively, 9A). The
added pages provided missing material. There is no page 1A; I inconsistently numbered from 1 to 1b.
Apart from the added pages, manuscript BG-12a consists of two parts:
• Pages 1 through 10, covering the first ten verses of the chapter, are a retyping (we don’t know by
whom) of a manuscript already extensively edited, most likely by Hayagrīva. (Thus, for example, text 2
begins, “The Blessed Lord said.”) For all the first ten verses, the word-for-word meanings are omitted.
On pages 2, 3, and 7 there are notes (in my hand) saying “see ms.” and “see other ms.” These, I assume
would be references to the now-lost pages of manuscript 12aa.
On page 1, towards the bottom, a penciled note in my hand says, “insert rest of purport from jdb’s
edited version in Pradyumna’s Macmillan Gita.” That “Macmillan Gita” would have been the 1968
abridged edition. “Jdb” was Jayādvaita Dāsa Brahmacārī.
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• Pages 11 through 26 are my retyped ms. (as explained below). The pages were originally numbered
568 through 583, but these numbers are crossed out and replaced by 11 through 26. The text includes
the word-for-word meanings. The pages in this section (and also pages 1b and the other pages added)
are each punched with three holes for use with a ring binder.
I recovered the additional material on page 1b from the 1968 abridged Macmillan edition. In typed
notes on the page, I explained the situation to Hayagrīva, who answered with a handwritten direction:
“Include all material! Make capitalization in Macmillan additions and grammar consistent & correct. The
manuscript I worked with for [chapter] 12 was pretty spotty & I thought I caught all omissions, but
evidentally [sic] I didn’t. At any rate, include the overlooked material.”
On pages 7A, 7B, 7C, and what would be 9A, it appears that during the production process I recovered
text from an earlier manuscript (again, presumably from the now-lost pages of 12aa).
On page 7A Hayagrīva wrote: “This omission was also an oversight. ----Hayagrivadas.”
Similarly, on what would be page 9A he wrote:
Jayadwaita ----Parts of the purports to Chapter 12 may be missing because the manuscript I was
working with was fragmental, & I could find no other. Check the purports against [the abridged]
Macmillan’s in this chapter for completeness.
-----Hayagrivadas
Except as noted above, manuscripts 12a and 12aa are intact. Sample pages from the manuscripts appear
at the end of this file.
The manuscript pages for chapter 12, like all the other Gītā manuscripts in the Archives, were available
for me to consult for the second edition.

The galley proofs
For the 1968 abridged edition of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is, Śrīla Prabhupāda made a few corrections on the
galley proofs—that is, the proofs taken from the composed type before it was made into pages. For the
most part, it seems, the devotees who later took charge of the proofs kept the sheets on which Śrīla
Prabhupāda had made corrections and discarded the rest. The Bhaktivedanta Archives holds the kept
sheets in its collection.
In the extant proof sheets for chapter 12 (attached as an appendix to this file), Śrīla Prabhupāda makes
two revisions. First, in the purport to text 5 he deletes a sentence: “In The Vedanta Sutra it is clearly
stated that, whether you worship the Absolute Truth by the personal or the impersonal process, the
ultimate goal is the same.” For this purport we have no original transcription. In the retyped version
(manuscript BG-12a) the sentence Śrīla Prabhupāda deleted is absent, perhaps indicating that the
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retyping was done after Śrīla Prabhupāda’s reading of the proofs, with knowledge of what he had
deleted.
The second revision appears at the end of the purport for text 12. The purport had ended with the
sentence “But the direct process is not possible for everyone, and so the indirect method is also useful.
Śrīla Prabhupāda added: “It is better, however, to accept the direct process of chanting of the holy
Name of Lord Krishna.” When text cut from this purport for the abridged edition was added back for the
1972 unabridged, this extra sentence became unnecessary, and the 1972 edition does not include it.

Dating the manuscripts
The last transcription for chapter 11 bears the date January 9, 1967. The last page we have for that
transcription – page 7 – ends the chapter and continues thus, at the very bottom of the page:
CHAPTER 12, TEXT 1
ENGLISH SYNONYMS
Nothing more follows. Quite possibly the transcription went on for more pages but they were filed with
chapter 12 and lost.
In any case, as noted above, manuscript 12aa begins with verse 11 of chapter 12 and keeps going
through the end of the chapter. And the manuscript’s first page – the only one bearing a date – is dated
January 11, 1967. Since all the pages in manuscript 12aa are numbered sequentially, this manuscript
appears to be a transcription of only one tape. Therefore, if we assume that the dates tell us when Srila
Prabhupada recorded, not when his recordings were transcribed, Srila Prabhupada began chapter 12 on
January 9 or 10 and completed it on January 11, 1967.
Manuscript BG-12a bears no date to indicate when the retyping was done that produced it. For the first
ten pages we are quite in the dark—we don’t know who did the retyping or when. But as discussed in
the section above—“The galley proofs”—there is evidence that pages 1 through 10 may likely have been
retyped sometime after Śrīla Prabhupāda reviewed the galley proofs for the 1968 abridged edition.
The remaining portion of manuscript BG-12a is part of my retyping for the whole book, which I must
have done after February 1968, when I first began serving at the New York ISKCON temple at 26 2 nd
Avenue. I most likely finished retyping the book that same year.
P

P

The nature of my retyped manuscript
Soon after I joined ISKCON, Rayarāma Dāsa, one of Śrīla Prabhupāda’s original editors, gave me the
service of retyping the entire text of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is from manuscripts he had in his office.
(Hayagrīva Prabhu had left the Society for some time, and the manuscripts were with Rayarāma.)
For the most part, what I was expected to do was simply copy the text as it was. But after asking
Rayarāma, as I typed I fixed various errors—mainly, as I recall, simple typographical mistakes and errors
in spelling.
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Some of the manuscripts I retyped had been edited, to a greater or lesser extent, and while retyping I
may have incorporated some of the editing. But at least for this chapter a spot check of my retyped
manuscript against the transcribed dictation, as found in manuscript 12-aa, shows that if I typed from an
edited manuscript I ignored the editing entirely. The portion of my retyped manuscript still extant for
this chapter seems to closely match the text of the transcription. While retyping, though, I did make
some changes, of this sort:
•

Within the word-for-word meanings, I capitalized the first Sanskrit word for each set of SanskritEnglish equivalents.

•

I expanded “Krishna Con” to “Krishna Consciousness.”

•

I expanded “Sup. Pers. of God.” to “Supreme Personality of Godhead.”

•

I changed “Brahmas,” “Chutriyas,” and “Vayshas” to “Brahmins,” “Kshatriyas,” and “Vaishyas.”

•

In the purport to text 15, I changed “s tuation” to “situation.”

•

At the end of the purport to text 20, I changed “twelth” to “twelfth.”

Apart from manuscripts typed by Śrīla Prabhupāda himself, the transcriptions of his dictation give us our
earliest source for what Śrīla Prabhupāda said. The retyped manuscripts are one step removed. In
general, the more closely the retypings copy the transcribed dictations, the greater the opportunities for
recovering lost material and straightening out text that has been misheard or otherwise mangled.

Hayagriva Prabhu’s revised translations
Manuscript BG-12a includes translations that Hayagriva Prabhu revised for use in the 1972 Gītā. For
pages 1 through 10 (which give the first ten verses) the revised texts are part of the manuscript itself.
For pages 11 through 26 (verses 11 through 20) new translations are pasted over the ones in the
manuscript. For verse 12, however, the pasted-on translation seems to have gone missing. Verses 13
and 14 were originally separate, but a combined translation for them is pasted over the translation for
verse 13, and the old translation for 14 is crossed out. Verses 18 and 19 have been treated the same
way.
The pasted-on translations are all typed on the same typewriter, with the same dark ribbon, and they all
have similar tan smudges on them. Also, the cut that forms the bottom of each paste-on matches the
cut that forms the top of the next. This all suggests that these translations were typed consecutively and
then cut and pasted onto the manuscript.
Though the translations for the Gītā are generally outside the scope of these annotated scans, I include
the revised translations as an appendix. These translations were not finally used for any published
edition.

Correspondence between me and Hayagrīva
While the 1972 Gītā was in production, Hayagrīva Prabhu and I corresponded about various points, since
he served as the editor and I served as the production manager. Our letters mainly dealt with issues
concerning the translations. Copies of the letters we exchanged between October 15, 1970, and July 9,
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1971, are in the Bhaktivedanta Archives and are online at http://bbtedit.com/history/Jaya-Haya-letters.
The relevant letter for Chapter 12 is my letter to Hayagrīva dated November 26, 1970, included here as
an appendix.

Correspondence between me and Śrīla Prabhupāda
On February 21, 1971, while doing the prepublication work for Bhagavad-gītā As It Is, I sent a letter to
Srila Prabhupada asking three questions--one about verse 12.12, another about verse 14.27, and the
third about some missing purports for Chapter 9.
The question about 14.27 was “a philosophical question” that had long puzzled me: What does it mean
that the impersonal Brahman is “the constitutional position of ultimate happiness”? Srila Prabhupada’s
answer clarifies the matter. And his response about the missing purports for chapter 9 is detailed in the
notes that accompany the annotated scans for that chapter.
Here we are concerned with verse 12. Without, it seems, trying to delve into the Sanskrit, I had put the
question this way:
In verses 9 through 11 Lord Kṛṣṇa outlines a progression of activities one may accept if unable to directly
fix one’s mind on Him in pure devotional service. And the lowest stage in this progression is mentioned
in verse 11: “If you cannot even work for Me in Kṛṣṇa consciousness, then try to give up the fruits of
your work, being self-situated.” Then in Srila Prabhupada’s translation to text 12 we find, in essence, “if
you can’t even do this, take to the cultivation of knowledge. But better than this is mediation, and better
than this is renunciation.”
So the progression, from highest to lowest, appears this way:
(a) action in Kṛṣṇa consciousness
(b) renunciation of the results of actions
(c) meditation
(d) cultivation of knowledge
Yet in Śrīla Prabhupāda’s purport we read: “Devotional service in Kṛṣṇa consciousness is the direct
method, and the other process involves renouncing the fruits of one’s activities. Then one can come to
the stage of knowledge, then to the stage of meditation, then to the stage of understanding the
Supersoul and then to the stage of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.” So in the purport, it seemed,
the progression had a different order:
(a) action in Kṛṣṇa consciousness
(b) meditation
(c) cultivation of knowledge
(d) renunciation of the results of actions
That is, the purport apparently contradicts the translation.
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To add to my confusion: Why, in the translation, is cultivation of knowledge given such a low position,
below renunciation of the fruits of work?
While working on Bhagavad-gītā As It Is I rarely asked Śrīla Prabhupāda questions. He seemed to expect
us to work most things out on our own. But here the perplexities were more than I knew what to do
with. And so my questions. Should I change something in the verse? In the purport?
In response, Śrīla Prabhupāda sent me a letter from Bombay dated 17 March 1971. In essence he said
that what matters most is direct devotional service to Krsna, that all the other, indirect processes are
“subsidiary,” and that the“order of supercession” of these indirect methods is less important. And
therefore, he said, “So far changing the wording of verse or purport of 12:12 discussed before, it may
remain as it is.”
Accordingly, I made no revisions to address these issues, either in the first edition or in the second.
My letter to Śrīla Prabhupāda and his reply appear as appendixes to this file.

Revisions and annotations seen in this file
The red revisions seen in my copy of the Gītā were all put there by me, but not all of them are mine. For
the technical changes made to the transliterations and word meanings, and to Sanskrit in the purports, I
was transferring revisions made separately by the BBT’s Sanskrit editors, mainly Gopīparāṇadhana Dāsa.
Changes to the word meanings made purely for the sake of English, however, were mine.
At various places in the book, the “composers” — that is, the devotees who did the typesetting — left
notes showing where they began or left off their work. “Asdd” stands for Aṣṭa-sakhī Devī Dāsī (the
American Aṣṭa-sakhī, not the Aṣṭa-sakhī from Britain), “mdd” stands for Mamatā Devī Dāsī, and
“Duhkha” for Duḥkhahantrī Devī Dāsī.
Matsya Avatāra Dāsa, a student of Gopīparāṇadhana Prabhu’s, contributed the yellow sticky notes for
the word-for-word meanings. He was not involved in editing either edition of Bhagavad-gītā As It Is.

Viewing this file and giving feedback
This file includes attached images from the original manuscript. If you don’t see the notes and
attachments included in this file, please view it using Adobe Acrobat Reader
(https://get.adobe.com/reader/ ). To open an annotation or attachment, click on it twice.
T

Where two different types of icons denote comments, the difference signifies nothing, except that when
creating the notes I used two different programs.
This file may be downloaded from www.BBTedit.com.
I have uniformly adjusted the colors of the sample manuscript pages to make the text darker and
therefore more legible.
Thoughtful questions and comments are welcome. You can write to the BBT’s chief editor, Dravida Dasa:
dravida108@gmail.com.
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Appendixes

Chapter 12, verse 1, starting midway through the purport

1968

1972

In the Second Chapter of The Bhagavad Gita, it
was explained by the Supreme Lord that a
living entity is not material -- the body; he is a
spiritual spark. And the Absolute Truth is the
Spiritual Whole. Now, qualitative equality of
the Spiritual Whole and the spiritual spark
exists. In the Seventh Chapter of The Bhagavad
Gita it was said that, if the living entity, being
part and parcel of the Supreme Whole,
transfers his attention fully and only to the
Supreme Whole, Krishna, he is the most
perfect of all yogis.

In the Second Chapter the Lord explains that a
living entity is not the material body but is a
spiritual spark, a part of the Absolute Truth. In
the Seventh Chapter He speaks of the living
entity as part and parcel of the supreme whole
and recommends that he transfer his attention
fully to the whole.

Then again, in the Eighth Chapter, it was said
that anyone who thinks of Krishna at the time
of quitting his body is at once transferred to
the spiritual sky, to the Abode of Krishna. And,
at the end of the Sixth Chapter, it was clearly
said by the Lord that, of all yogis, one who
always thinks of Krishna within himself is
considered to be the most perfect. So in
practically every chapter the conclusion has
been that one should be attached to the
Personal Form of Krishna; and that is the
highest spiritual realization.

In the Eighth Chapter it is stated that whoever
thinks of Krsna at the moment of death is at
once transferred to the spiritual sky, Krsna's
abode. And at the end of the Sixth Chapter the
Lord says that out of all the yogis, he who
thinks of Krsna within himself is considered to
be the most perfect. So throughout the Gita
personal devotion to Krsna is recommended as
the highest form of spiritual realization.

Nevertheless, there are those who are not
attached to the Personal Form of Krishna.
They are so firmly detached that, even in the
preparation of commentaries to The Bhagavad
Gita, they want to distract other people from
Krishna, and transfer all devotion to the
impersonal Brahmajyoti. They prefer to
meditate on the impersonal Form of the
Absolute Truth, which is beyond the reach of
the senses and is not manifest.

Yet there are those who are still attracted to
Krsna's impersonal brahmajyoti effulgence,
which is the all-pervasive aspect of the
Absolute Truth and which is unmanifest and
beyond the reach of the senses.
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1968

1972

And so, factually, there are two classes of
transcendentalists. Now Arjuna is trying to
settle the question of which process is easier,
and which of the classes is most perfect.

Arjuna would like to know which of these two
types of transcendentalists is more perfect in
knowledge.

In other words, he is clarifying his own
position, because he is attached to the
Personal Form of Krishna. He is not attached
to the impersonal Brahman. And so he wants
to know whether his position is secure. The
impersonal manifestation, either in this
material world or in the spiritual world of the
Supreme Lord, is a problem for meditation.

In other words, he is clarifying his own position
because he is attached to the personal form of
Krsna. He is not attached to the impersonal
Brahman. He wants to know whether his
position is secure. The impersonal
manifestation, either in this material world or
in the spiritual world of the Supreme Lord, is a
problem for meditation.

Practically, no one is able to conceive perfectly
of the impersonal Feature of the Absolute
Truth. Therefore, Arjuna wants to say: What is
the use of such a waste of time?

Actually, one cannot perfectly conceive of the
impersonal feature of the Absolute Truth.
Therefore Arjuna wants to say, "What is the use
of such a waste of time?"

By his experience it is said, in the Eleventh
Chapter, that to be attached to the Personal
Form of Krishna is best; because he could thus
understand all other Forms at the same time,
and there was no disturbance to his love for
Krishna. This important question of Arjuna to
Krishna will clarify the distinction between the
impersonal and personal conceptions of the
Absolute Truth.

Arjuna experienced in the Eleventh Chapter
that to be attached to the personal form of
Krsna is best because he could thus understand
all other forms at the same time and there was
no disturbance to his love for Krsna. This
important question asked of Krsna by Arjuna
will clarify the distinction between the
impersonal and personal conceptions of the
Absolute Truth.
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SAMPLE PAGES
Manuscript BG-12aa,
first page

Manuscript BG-12aa,
last page

Manuscript BG-12a,
first part, first page

Manuscript BG-12a, recovered material

Manuscript BG-12a,
first part, page 2

Manuscript BG-12a, recovered material

Manuscript BG-12a, recovered material

Recovered material

Recovered material

Manuscript BG-12a, first part, last page

Manuscript BG-12a,
second part, first page

Manuscript BG-12a, second part, last page

From the galley proofs
of the 1968 abridged edition

Bhagavad-gita As It Is
Chapter 12
Unused translations from manuscript BG-12a
This is the set of translations that appears in manuscript 12a.
This set was not used for the 1968 or 1972 book.
1 Arjuna said: Which of these have the greater knowledge of yoga-- those who worship Thee by
devotional service, or those who worship Thee impersonally as the imperishable and unmanifest?
2 The Blessed Lord said: I consider those most perfect in yoga whose minds are fixed on Me and who
worship Me with devotion and faith.
3-4 But those who worship the unmanifested and imperishable, which is beyond the perception of the
senses, which is all-pervading, incomprehensible, immutable, unchanging and impersonal, and who,
with senses controlled, work for the welfare of all sentient beings-- they also attain Me.
5. Those who minds are set on the impersonal unmanifest, however, have greater difficulty because the
unmanifest is hard to reach by embodied beings.
6. & 7. But those who consecrate all their activities to Me, considering Me the ultimate goal, and who
meditate upon Me and worship Me with unswerving devotional service, with their minds absorbed in
Me, for them, O son of Pritha, I very soon become the savior from the ocean of birth and death.
8. On Me alone fix your mind, and let your intelligence dwell upon Me. Thus you will always live
transcendentally in Me, here and hereafter. Of this there is no doubt.
9. If, however, you are not able to concentrate your mind steadily on Me, O winner of wealth, then seek
to reach Me by following the principles of devotional service.
10. And if you are incapable of such devotional practice, then try to perform work for Me, for even by
working for My sake, you shall attain perfection.
11. If, however, you cannot even do this, then strive to control yourself, surrender the fruit of all your
actions, and take refuge in My wondrous power.
12. [crossed out] If one is unable to practice Krishna Consciousness, that can be engaged in cultivation
of knowledge. Better than knowledge is meditation, and better than meditation is to renounce the fruit
of action because by such renunciation one may have peace of mind.

Unused translations from manuscript BG-12a

1

13. & 14. He who hates no one, who is friendly and compassionate to all, who is free from
possessiveness and false ego, who is content both in pleasure and pain, who is patient, self-satisfied and
self-controlled, who is of firm conviction and who endeavors with determination in devotional service,
and who has dedicated his mind and understanding to Me-- such a man, thus devoted to Me, is very
dear to Me.
14. [crossed out] Such person always satisfied and engaged in devotional service with determination
and compact in his mind and intelligence to me, such devotee of mine is very dear to me.
15. He who does not trouble the world and whom the world cannot trouble, who is undisturbed by
happiness and distress and is free from all fear and anxiety-- such a one is dear to Me.
16. He who is free from dependence, who is pure, expert, unconcerned and untroubled, who does not
endeavor for results-- dear to Me is one thus devoted to Me.
17. He who neither rejoices nor hates, who never laments and who never desires, and who has
renounced both good and evil and is devoted to Me-- he is dear to Me.
18. & 19. He who treats equally both friends and enemies, who is indifferent to honor and dishonor,
heat and cold, pleasure and pain, who is uncontaminated and free from attachment, who cannot be
agitated by blame nor puffed up by praise, who is silent, content with whatever he has, who is
homeless, who is of a determined mind and full of devotion-- such a man is very dear to Me.
19. [crossed out] Such a man who is equal both to defamation and reputation and always silent and
satisfied somehow or other doesn’t care for any residence, fixed in knowledge and engaged in
devotional service, he is very dear person to the Lord.
20. Those who follow this immortal path, full of devotion and faith, regarding Me as life’s supreme
goal, those devoted ones are exceedingly dear to Me.

Unused translations from manuscript BG-12a
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From the Jaya-Haya letters.
http://bbtedit.com/history/Jaya-Haya-letters

Text pertaining to Chapter 9 omitted.

Text pertaining to chapters 9 and 10 omitted.

Text pertaining to Chapter 13 omitted.

Letter from Jayadvaita Dasa to Srila Prabhupada
(carbon copy)

From the Second Edition

